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THE GOOD AND
FAITHFUL SERVANT
Life can only have a deep, personal and
satisfying meaning if it is viewed through
the transfiguring and ennobling light of service, selfless service bestowed on one human
being by another, or, in rare instances, the
service of one to millions of his brothers. Out
of such service shines the divine spark, enriching the giver beyond and above anything
he gives.
So those immortals who will never die
come into life with their great gifts borne
proudly as an offering for the needs of mankind.
In a great and cultured home, before
the turn of the century, a son was born. He
was the first and only child to bless the union
of his adoring parents. He looked like his
mother, as so many great men do. In boyhood
he grew in strength and mind, his body filling
into long, lean and powerful lines of an athlete.
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But, while his body grew and his muscles
expanded with power and strength, into what
channels was guided the spiritual life of this
little boy so surrounded with material blessings and parental love?
At it happened this little boy had a
wonderful mother. She chose as his playmates
in those formative years children without
wealth or privilege. The boy grew up with
these playmates, liked them, knew their
needs for the things he had never lacked, and
entered into their lives as a brother with a
feeling in his heart it was unfair for him to
have so much and they so little.
He grew into young manhood, loved for
himself and admired for his athletic prowess
and for his wealth and position. But his
heart kept returning to his boyhood playmates who fought for their living, unafraid
of life and its burdens.
The sea and its ships were in this boy's
blood. In young manhood he was chosen by a
wise President to administer the affairs of
the Navy under the nominal direction of the
Naval Secretary. The Secretary was a fine
man in many ways, but he knew nothing
about ships. He referred to all fighting ships
as "battle ships", while admirals turned over
in their graves at such sacrilege. Then came
the first World War. The critics said the
Navy would not be ready for 2 years under
such a Secretary. To the amazement of everyone, the Navy was ready to fight the day war
was declared. The critics had overlooked the
quiet, gentlemanly Under Secretary of the
Navy. As he had served his boyhood friends,
no he now served his nation.
Then, one day in the full strength of

his young manhood, after running several
miles as only an athlete can, and immediately afterward taking a cold shower, he was
striken as if by a bolt from the blue by para-

National And State Democratic Nominees

lysis.
One with a soul less fortified by spiritual discipline would have surrendered in the
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under his guiding hand.
As he took his poor boyhood playmates
under the protection of his strong young
arms so he took us in the darkest hour of our
need and has transformed us from derelicts
into useful servants of a strong and patriotic
nation, no longer afraid and with the will and
direction to accomplish greater things.
Had this man given each of us a fortune,
do you believe it would have saved us from
the tigers of selfish greed with which we

happy who does not think himself

2

Injury To

ambitious soul.
Came the time when his people selected
this young man to lead them away from despair and revolution begotten of tortured
hunger and privation. He fed them. He
clothed them and gave them work. He restored farms from which the owners were
being driven, lent the wage-earner money to
pay the mortgage of his humble home and
made to shine again happiness and hope out
of the black depths of surrender and defeat.
When the greed of dictators would have
made us slaves, he made us strong and gave
us courage to defy them. Under his protecting care we have come from bankruptcy to
modest prosperity. And we will prosper more

No man is

2

s- =

face of this, or bitterness would have entered
his heart and destroyed his high
spirit of service. Neither happened. He
fought his way back to health and influence.
Not yet recovered, he was carried on a sickbed to a great Democratic Convention to
nominate a beloved friend for the presidency,
a man who now hates this great man from
the bitterest depths of his frustrated and

were surrounded?
Instead he gave us of himself, his incomparable service to the poor, the oppressed,
the weak, the needy—all of us.
That is the simple story of our President,
unadorned. If we are now allowed to serve
each other and our nation in little ways because of our President's kindness and his
care, we should be grateful to him from the
very depths of our being. But whether Fate
wills our own service be great or small, the
service of Franklin Delano Roosevelt will remain in all English speaking hearts as long
as time lasts.
•
THE ROTARY CLUB
PROVES ITS METTLE
Persistent effort, and not accident,
brings to Princeton recognition from the
Civil Aeronautics Authority in the awarding
to this city of an air training school.
The successful pioneering was done by
the young Rqtary Club, which also is seeking one of the 10 federal airports now approved in the national defense program for
Kentucky.
Nothing worth while comes without
effort; and sustained work toward a given
goal usually produces results. The Rotary
Club deserves commendation and congratulations from us all, here right gladly accorded.
When Princeton's Rotary Club was
granted its charter, only a few brief weeks
ago, the Leader took occasion editorially to
say it would be a distinct asset to the community. Sponsoring of the air school was the
club's first civic effort and the speedy success
attained augurs well that other progressive and beneficial things will come to our
city through the medium of this organization of young, aggressive and community
minded men.
•
"Today, President Roosevelt is the authentic voice of Democracy throughout the
world. And he has behind him the rich experience and ripe training which certainly
cannot be supplied by Wendell L. Willkie's
seri,rice as the executive officer of a utility
holding company."—Fresno (Calif.) Bee
(Ind.).
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PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
Glenn Farmer, well

known

GOP

citizen, was sporting a large white
lapel button one day recently bearing
these words, in large blue letters: We
Don't Want Elinor Either . . . Banker
Sevison stopped me to call attention
to Glenn's campaign decoration, of
which both seemed very proud . . .
Pennyriler gave 'em the time-honored
bit about "It ain't whut you want that
makes you fat, it's what you git! And

bought a typewriter ... Asked how he
was getting along with the new device,
Jim said: "Well, it does fine with the
writing but so far, hasn't improved
the spelling a bit."
•
Doc Ken Barnes was feeling very
foxy this week on account he had a
new, stream-lined automobile . . . But
suffered a slight deflation when Cliff
told him he'd better let the Mrs. have
that new car because it didn't match
his 10-ton truck outlines.
s
•
Burns Powell, who won a host of
friends here the two (hot) months he
served as chief reporter and ad solicitor for the Leader, writes he has found
something worse than working for a
country newspaper: School politics in
a little town.
•
A wit down at Fulton has a new
name for 1940 babies. He calls 'em
"weatherstrips", because, he says, they
will keep their daddies out of the
draft.
•
The Woodford Sun, published at
Versailles, Senator Chandler's home
town, said last week that taking care
of the flowers sent Happy while he
was in a Lexington hospital proved
quite a chore. The Sun reports Happy's
floral gifts "filled rooms Of all patients
on his floor, overflowed into the hall.
Further, says the Sun, "We are not
surprised because no man in the

State

Pt'
By G. M. P.

has more devoted friends than Senator
Chandler, and all of them will be delighted that he is on the road back to
health after his operation".
•
Life, says one of our contemporaries, seems to be a continuous struggle to keep money coming in and hair,
teeth and vital organs from coming
out. Feller must of had an operation,

will try to convince him he was
contemplating the green grass is
grow in the other fellers yard.
•
Pennyriler has known for a
time there is plenty of grief coon
with operating a newspaper ..
only learned last week it is car

•

sin to sign a petition for a MI%
friend who wants to run for offic
Maybe I'm not going to get along
well here (still think I will but

And here's one that sounds like our
good friend Joe Richardson, over at
Glasgow but he didn't write it; lad

thing is dead certain: Publisher
Publisher, editor or not, Penm
intends to exercise all perogativ

or something!

they'll get Elinor.
•
Jim Feeney, former well known engineer on the I. C. run here, had a lot
of trouble with his hand writing, and
still more with his spelling ... So, he

t ROWO'it

in Colorado did): A sensible girl is not
as sensible as she looks, because a
sensible girl has more sense than to
look sensible.
•
praise of
Kendall Bryant, leader and instructor
of Butler High's fine band. Commendation comes from parents, whose
Everywhere I go, hear

children have been materially benefited by their activity in the band,
from business and professional folk,
even from boys and girls not especially interested in the band themselves,
except as a matter of pride in something GOOD the Community well may
boast of. Congratulations to Bandman
Bryant! The Leader is happy to help,
any time and all the time.
•
This rather different chain letter
busted out recently: Dear Friend: This
chain was started in Reno, in the
hope of bringing happiness to all tired
businessmen. Unlike most chains, this
costs you no money. Simply send a
copy of this letter to five male friends,
then bundle up your wife and send
her to the fellow whose name heads
the list. When your name works up to
the top, you will, in turn, receive 15,176
gorgeous girls. Have faith. Don't
break the Chain. One man broke the
chain and got his wife back.
•
If the contemporary gent who thinks
running the Leader is a side line with
Pennyriler will come over any day or
night between 8 a. m. and midnight,
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a free born citizen, Just like
folks.
•
Pennyriler wishes to say Thank
to friends and customers for r
commendatory remarks about
Leader and for fine volume of
mess. Will try diligently and cons
ly to give you a better newspaper.

•
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has limited himself to trips not
more than 12 hours' traveling
distance from the capital, and
has made only "defense inspection" tours.
His spokesmen, however, accuse Willkie of offering little in
the way of a constructive program, and have attempted to pin
a "big business" label on the former president of Commonwealth
and Southern.
• • •
THE Republican standard bearer has repeatedly accused the
New Deal of failure to solve the
unemployment problem. And he
charged the administration with
keeping the people in the dark
on U. S. foreign policy.
Administration supporters ,accuse Willkie of anti - labor

Newspaper Story At
Capitol Theater

tendencies as a corporation
president, and assert that the
dictators of Europe fear President Roosevelt, want him defeated.
Both men appear rugged
enough to endure a gruelling
four years in the White House.
President Roosevelt, at 58, has
stood up well under the pressure
of two terms. Willkie, 10 years
his junior, has set a terrific pace
since his meteoric rise in the
public eye. indicated he was capable of the strains of the presidency.
So on Tuesday, Nov. 5, the
American people go to the polls
to decide which of the two shall
have the right to spend the coming four years at 1600 Pennsylvania avenue, Washington, D. C.
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Regained Eleven Pounds;
Does Own Housework Now,
States Mrs. Banton. Gives
Facts
Every day more grateful public
Retonga
statements praising
and
men
often
Quite
in.
pour
women in the very prime of life,
have found themselves victims of
distressing symptoms due to
sluggish elimination, and an insufficient flow of gastric Juices in
the stomach, sucn symptoms as
Indigestion, loss of weight, lack
poisoning,
of strength, toxic
muscular pains, and other similar harrass1ng distress. For instance Mrs. Duke Banton, ,well
known home owner and church
worker, of 812 Ea..st 19th St.,
Hopkinsville, recently stated.
"Retonga was a god-send to
me. My appetite was gone, and
my
I suffered such distress from
food that I was afraid to eat. As
and
a consequence I lost weight
felt so nervous and weak I could
not keep up my housework. Slugdisgish elimination added to my
toxic
tress, and I suffered from
poisoning and aches and pains

YOU Always win on GOSSARD'S
Magic Circle ... because You
are ONE of the Seven Basic Types

Lucille Pippin
GOSSARD'S Figure Stylist will
gladly analyze Your Figure, and
suggest the correct GOSSARD for
You ... She will be here ONLY

Wed.,Nov.6
FINKEL'S
Fair Store
"Where Your $$ Have More Cents"

CLOSE OUT
350 Pairs of

MANS FIELDS

SAYS RETONGA
HAD A REAL TEST
IN HER CASE

Fridaf

e mat's
Id barb'

Candidates for the vice presidency are Henry A. Wallace, former secretary of agriculture, and Senator Charles L. McNary.

Marketing quotas for next
year, and also for the next 3
years, will be placed before
growers of Burley tobacco in a
referendum to be held in November, probably November 23.
The supply or Burley tobacco is
so large as to call from the Secretary of Agriculture a proclamation setting marketing quotas
for next year. Two-thirds of the
growers must approve the quotas
in order to make them effective.
Growers will vote on three
questions: (1) Are you in favor
of quotas for a three-year period
11941, 1942, 194.30 (2) Are you
apposed to quotas or three years,
but in favor of quotas for one
year (1941)? (3) Are you opposed
to quotas? Instructions for holding the referendum are the
same as those for the burley referendum er: 194p, except for
changes made necessary by
amendment of the act affording
growers a choice of quotas for
a one-year period or a threeyear period.
Any person is eligible to vote
who, as a bona fide farm owner,
operator, tenant or sharecropper,
receives a share of the proceeds
ci the 1940 burley crop. As in
previous referendums, balloting
will be secret, and three local
persons will be in charge of each
community voting place.

'Way in front

DAY

the meeting
ondaY night

Limits Under Plan

tern of resistance to British tyranny as personified in the sadly
stupid, somewhat sadistic "Bill"
Tryon, the royal governor. In beThe story of a man who realiztween, David has great adventure
ed the value of a news story lay
Gail Creamer, Fleming county,
and leans heavily on the support
in its accuracy and the speed
people—McKnitt believes he has struck the right
1 two fine
Alexander and his wife Jeanie. combination in fertilizing tobacwith which it reaches the reader
By John Solby--I In
between, there also is the co land. At least he cut an ayeis told in "A Dispatch from Reutstory of the Mecklenberg district
ers", showing at the Capitol the"Alexandriana," by LeGette
of North Carolina and its torn this season and never had made
ater today and Friday.
Blythe; (Stockpole: $3).
loyalties; of the real first battle over 1,100 sticks before. He told
Julius Reuters — pronounced
When a man knows some between the British and the Col- County Agent Orem LaMaster
Roy-ters—was the man who things about history that very onists at Alamance, N. C., 4 years that he broadcast 375 pounds at
started with a carrier pigeon few others know and tries to put before Concord, and of Doctor 20 percent superphosphate to the
these things into a historical Brevard's declaration of Inde- acre and in the row put a mixservice which he developed into
novel, one of two things usually pendence, which antedated the ture of 125 pounds of superphosa telegraphic news service that
phate and 100 pounds each of
happens. Either he finds himself Philadelphia document a year.
flashed to Europe the news of the
carried away with the flow of
But this is not all the author ammonium sulphate and sulassassination of President Linhis story and distorts the his- has accomplished, and perhaps phate of potash.
coln—and still is reporting the
torical incidents, or he laces him- not even the most important
1 news today.
The maximum length of WaleS
self into his historical back- part. He has managed to put on
there the game was a
Reuters, a determined man who
ground so tightly that his story paper a manner of living which is 138 miles.
tuck struggle, with Pro- . was a success
because he
carrying the fight, keep- "thought of things no one else has no room to breathe.
a century and three-quarters
There ore it is a pleasure to later seems still the true way. The Tower of London once
ball consistently in But- had
thought of," is played by
that LeGette Blythe has The Alexanders and their friends housed a menagerie.
.ry.
Edward G. Robinson. The sup- report
owns were five to four porting cast includes Edna Best done neither in "Alexandriana." believed that freedom as an acRevolution tive principle of life was workdence.
r- This is the Americas'
Eddie Albert and Albert Ba
.
from a fresh viewpoint, that of able, and they made it work. It
man.
Los
the North Carolina patriots. it is obvious that the author beProvidenee
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I
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Burton
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12 (C) Galbrath
Jim Hester of Logan county' title, was the home place of his characters, instead of highRr
Oglesby tested the effect of superphos- father's great-great grandfather. flown dissertations, his arguRE
Mr. Blythe begins with David ment is striking and convincing.
Berry phate and limestone in hybrid
QS
Parsley corn growing this year. Untreat- Barksdale, a drummer-boy in Respect for truth and warmth at
H
Parrish ed land produced 29 bushels to militia, and ends with him a characterization are conspicuous
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WASHINGTON.--Some 40 or
45 million American
citizens
will go to the polls in their
home
districts on Nov. 5 to choose a
President in one of the most unusual elections in the history of
the United States.
The candidates, as every school
boy knows, are President Franklin D. Roosevelt, Democrat,
and
Wendell L. Willkie, Republican.
Their running mates are Henry
A. Wallace and Charles L. McNary.
For the past four months
voters have been bombarded with
campaign appeals, which boil
down about as follows:
Republicans accuse the President of violating the third term
tradition, as he is the first man
In the history of the nation to
seek a third consecutive office
as the country's highest executive.
The President's adherents reply that these are dangerous
times, with war raging in Europe, and that the President is
oest qualified to carry on U. S.
ioreign policy along lines already
laid down. They also deny the
ralidity of the third term tradition.
• • •
pANDIDATE WILLKIE, who
'-4 has stumped up and down
the nation in an extremely active
campaign, has agreed in principle with many New Deal aims,
but criticizes methods of administration and asserts little has
been accomplished to achieve
those aims.
The President's campaign has
been comparatively quiet. He
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LADIES' SHOES
Values $1.95 to $2.95

All sizes, 3 to 9--a few pairs of each style

PUMPS - TIES
STRAPS
HIGH AND MILITARY HEELS
Mrs. Duke Banton
from this trouble.
"Retonga brought me prompt
and splendid relief. Its laxative
effect was splendid. I feel good
again, eat plenty and have regained eleven pounds. My friends
tell me I look lots better. Retonga surely had a real test in my
case, and I want others to know
about the grand relief it brought
me."
Retonga wins the grateful
praise of such well known men
and women as Mrs. Banton day
after day. Get genuine Retonga
today at Dawson's Drug Store.—
Adv.

THE PAN-TEL
The new telescope already
creased just the way you
want to wear it. No more
trouble keeping your hat in
your pet shape. All popular
colors—contrasting pugaree
band.

DICK'S

Mansflelds stand out like stars
in any store display; look like a
million on your feet; pass beyond
the possibility of an adequate
description in comparison with
any other shoes you ever bought
at the same price.

The Season is near when Good Footwear
is Important -- See These Bargains!

$5.
DICK'S
Men Store

Men Store
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Finkel's Fair Store
"Where Your $$ Have More Cents"
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New York Fair
Ends With Big
Crowd On Hand
45,008,385 Paid Admissions; Wreckers
Start Turning Site
Into Park
New York, Oct. 30 —To the
click of an all-time record gate,
the New York World's Fair has
passed into history, wearing a
crown of superlatives which
marked it the king of expositions.
A total o f5.3(1,952 cash customers jammed its 1,216 acres as
the curtain came down Sunday,
sending the two-year mark to
45,008,385 paid admissions as
compared with the previous high
of 38,626,546 attracted by the
Chicago Century of Progress Exposition in 1933-34. Sunday's
crowd was the fair's largest.
Monday squads of wreckers attacked the jamboree's gleaming
facades in the first step toward
transforming what once was
Flushing dump in a great municipal park. Part of it is expected to be ready for New
Yorkers next summer.
Constructed at a cost of about
$155,000,000, the extravaganza
gallantly went forward in creating a "world of tomorrow" in
the face af a world at war. It
proved a financial headache to
Its backers, who stand to recover about 38.4 cents on a dollar,
but a joy to those who saw it.

peans in Main soil is that of the
neighboring mainland by French
colonists under Steur DeMonts in
1604. After a disastrous winter
the colony was abandoned in the
spring of 1605.
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Members of the Sew and Sew
Club met at the home of Mrs.
Herman Draughn on Morgan
Avenue Tuesday afternoon for
their regular semi-monthly meeting.
Refreshments were served in
keeping with the Hallowe'en season to the following members:
Mesdames Alma Parsley, Delmar
Short, John E. Sims, Howard McConnell, Julian Littlepage, Randolph Hutchinson, Clifton Wood,
Leon Wallace and Sam Jones.

were sung.
Refreshments were served to:
Misses Mary Ruth Poindexter,
Carlyon Arnett, Doris Davis, Jean
Jarvis, Elsie Cartwright, Myrtle
Witherspoon, Rose Mary McNeeley, Messrs Jimmie Jones, Homer
Barnes,
Witherspoon, Harvey
Coins probably were used as
Milton Brown and George Galagearly as the Eighth century B. C.
her.

Lewistown Christian Church
Grady Spiegel, Pastor
Regular semi-monthly service
Saturday night at 7:00. Bible
School Sunday at 10:30. The
public is most cordially invited
to attend.
Cresswell Baptist Church
Albert Kemp, Pastor
Beginning November 4 and extending through November 9, W.
W. Crouch, Salem, will deliver a
series of addresses on "The Signs
of the Times" at the Cresswell
Baptist Church,
Evangelistic Campaigns Close

T HE Nazi-Fascist theory of "exploding power" at
the expense of other peoples has been on the march
long enough for all of us to realize its consequences.
Although Hitler calls it a "world revolution" of young
nations against the old and decadent, it is, in fact, a
counter-revolution against the freedoms that have been
won by human beings through centuries of aspiring and
sacrificing.
There is no such thing in Germany, Italy and Japan
as that freedom which we have proclaimed for ourselves in the Bill of Rights, and there is little more than
slavery and suffering for peoples of those nations which
have been overrun by the Nazi war machine. We believe
that all Amerietns are determined that what happened
to Norway, Denmark and Holland, peaceful nations which
sought only their peaceful and happy ways of life, shall
not happen to us of the Americas.
Because British courage and tenacity form our first
line of defense, because the British Navy is in truth
our Atlantic Navy, because the heroic fight the British
are making has, for the time beihg, blocked aggressive
aims, made clear by Hitler, against this hemisphere,
we favor giving them the fullest aid for our own security, in consideration of our own defense needs. We
believe that help could he giseen that has not been
given because we as citizens have not acquainted our
Government leaders with the full strength of American
sympathy for the British cause.
We purpose to maintain contacts with sources that
have the fullest and most authentic information and
to convey that information to the people of Louisville
and Kentucky.
We purpose to invite committees which are already
in existence in Kentucky to join with us in organizing
chapters in every city and town in the State, so that upon
specific questions and upon the broader questions of
general policy which are bound to arise as the war
progresses, we may have a quick and ready way to convey our 'sentiments to elected representatives.

Rev. Olen Sisk, of this city; rc
One of the penalties of democracy is that it moves
turned home Friday after having
been in a series of evangelistic
slowly. That it can fight nobly Britain has proved. That
meeting at various places in
it can act quickly in an emergency we fully believe. We
Trigg, Livingston, Union and
offer one channel through which sentiment that has
Caldwell counties since July 18.
During the week of August 18th
already crystallized may become vocal; through which
Rev. Sisk visited the Berean Bapwho have always loved liberty, may be
Kentuckians,
tist church of Detroit, Mich.
in the forefront of the national effort to secure it to
Rev. tisk reports that there
were many converts. in the diffourselves.
erent churches as a result of the
.41
To that end, we invite all those who feel as wecampigns, e do
Trigg county having
the highest number with nine.+. to loin us.. There is no financial obligation._ Simply,
teen during only teh days stay
fill out the coupon below and send it in.
with them,

Senior Christian
Endeavor Feted
Mrs. D. D. Dugan and Miss
Mary Elizabeth Carter were hostesses t3 the Senior Christian Endeavor of the First Christian
Christian Church October 22, at
Miss Carter's home on W. Market.
After the business session,
games were played and songs:

Louisville Chapter
Kentucky League for
British Victory
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TRAINED AND EXPERI.ENCED MECHANICS
I EQUIPPED WITH PROPER TOOLS AND GENUINE MANUFACTURER'S
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t5 YOUR AUTOMOBILE
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F. L WILKINSON. JR.
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-COUPONLouisville Chapter,
Kentucky League for British Victory,
605 Marion E. Taylor Bldg.,
Louisville, Ky.
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enrolled as a member of the Louisville Chapter, Kentucky
League for British Victory.
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service,
Gresham, Cyrena Gresham, Lucy tall.
The tour began at 10 o'clock at tension
the home of Mrs. Charles Row- of the group.
M. Mashburn, Eula Stegar and
Persons making the tour in- Nancy B. Scrugham.
land, Marion Road. The home of
The term "dark horse
Mrs. Fred Easley in the Bethany cluded Mesdames J. W. Smith,
first used, historians re
community was next visited. Ed Darnell, Raymond Stroube,
Taking over command of the
Thackeray in his "Advent
Following lunch, served at the John R. Perry, Press J. Black- Swedish army, Lt.-Gen. Ivar
Philip."
home of Mrs. William Crawford, burn, Everett Glass, Charles Row- Holmquist told soldiers that they
--the group went to the home of land, Wiley Brown, G. C. Hayes,
There
or ru
ierear
e rnkoey
needed "the support which re- Th
Sunday sch
Mrs. Lee Mashburn and Miss Martin Oliver, J. I. Lester, Cook
.
Oliver, Henry Towery, Hugh Region gives."
Lucy Mashburn, Otter Pond.

47 Participate In
Homemakers' Tour

In Three Great Divisions the

,
eve

Ibtilacerorfredo
Ai/rives/
Three entirely new lines .. Every one a "Torpedo"! Your choice of a S.
or an Eight in any model. Prices begin just above the lowest.
IN THE GREATEST YEAR
in its history, Pontiac
presents its greatest line of cars—
the 1941 Pontiac "Torpedoes"!
Three entirely new lines of cars—
every one a "Torpedo"—and every
model offering you a choice of a
Six or Eight engine! And they're
led by a new De Luxe "Torpedo"
any new car buyer can afford!
Bigger? Yes! More powerful?
Yest Easier to handle? Yes! More
comfortable? Yes! Yet they give
you the same record economy that
made this year's Pontiacs such a
sensation!
See these new Pontiacs today.
Then you'll know why we say,"It's

14411.4.1.1.4•114.401.
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organ - Pruett
Hr. Lee Morgan announces the
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Elliot Pruett, son of Mr. and
-. Noah H. Pruett, July 28, in
.Lsonville.
Miss Mildred Stevens was the
attendant.
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PONTIAC DI LUXI"TORP/00." Low-priced leader bf the greatest line in
Pontiac history! 119-inch wheelbase—over-all length increased 3

inches. New concealed ruwning boards. Available in five models:

',1••••••

Another Big Year for Pontiac!"

/is?

ursday, Oct. 31, 19

PONTIAC STREAMLINER "TORPEDO." A new streamlined version of
Pontiac's famous "Torpedo" styling. 122-inch wheelbase-7 2
inches greater over-all length. New concealed running boards.
Offered in the Four-Door Sedan and Seean Coupe.

/S WHATYOU OffiV1/141
YOU 8l/YA /94/ P011174C

1. NEW BEAUTY AND LUXURY
2. ENCLOSED RUNNING BOARDS

Miss June O'Hara entertaine.
it a Hallowe'en party at he
.ine on Highland Avenue, Mon
: night, Oct. 28.
Hallowe'en decorations wer
o :yed about the house. Re
ents, in keeping with th
, were served to the fol
Misses Martha Sevisoi
..thy Lester, Dorothy Cas
dred Lester, Mildred Groom:
ha O'Hara, Virginia Lan.
reline Joiner, Mildred Gra
azda Wadlington, Mary Ell
eller, Laura Lee Hutchins°
Ballet
Leach,
Katherin
:ers, Messrs Coy Crisp, Ken
h Morgan, James McLean, J
. kens, Roy Cartwright, Chart:
illiamson, Frank Linton, Des'
t•tt, Buddy Childress, Bil
Billie French, Bill Jone
G. Butler, Bob Nuckols, .k
lets, Jim Keeney, Jack Tayle
':er Whitton, Charles Stalin
'Ii Garnett
Pryor.
Alec Robinson, Eddyville le
' Princeton Hospital Monde
-

Stop

3. GREATER OVER-AR LENGTH
4. INCREASED POWER
5. RECORD GAS AND OIL ECONOMY

I71

gull, In Oil Cl,.,,.,

LARGER, SAFER BODIES
NEW, TRU-ARC SAFETY STEERING
NEW INTERIOR LUXURY
PERFECTED "TRIPLE-CUSHIONED"
RIDE
10. CHOKE OF A SIX OR AN EIGHT IN
ANY MODE
6.
7.
B.
9.

BE
SURE

Pkio

The aristocrat of the line! 122-inch
wheelbase—over-all length increased 4 inches. Available as a Four.
Door Sedan, Sedan Coupe and Station Wagon.

PONTIAC CUSTOM "TORPIDO."

99 ether Improve...nit •n41 •utstending
feature. the. maim P•ntlat 8.• then •vor
"Arnfole•'s Fln•ti Low-Priced C..."
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MOTORO
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O'HARA

E. Main St.
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Princeton Cream
And Butter Co.
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Mrs. John S. McBride, Jr.
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New Leaf From
The Fashion Book

Friday Night Club
Intertained By
Mrs. Barnett
Mrs. Hillery Barnett was hostess to the Friday Night Bridge
club at her home on W. Market
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Al The
Churches

The Leader
Congratulates
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Mr. and Mrs. Sam Randolph
o: Dripping Springs community,
on the arrival of a baby girl October 29. The young lady weighed seven and one half pounds
and has been named Sandra

Mrs. Routt Hostess
To ,Luncheon-Bridge
\‘embers of the LuncheonBridge Club met at the home of
Mrs. Wilson Routt Tuesday tor
a pot-luck luncheon.
Those present were: Mesdames
T. J. Simmons, James McCaslin,
Billy McCaslin, C. J. Jaggers,
VVilliard More, Williard Mitchell,
Homer Crawley, John Morgan,
Hewlett Morgan, Fred Stallins
and Miss Elizabeth Henry.

Gold embroidery in a leaf motif
trims the jacket of this mustard
gold outfit worn by Brenda Marshall, film player. The dress underneath has a simple bodice
and moderately full skirt.

Penney Staff Has
Pot-Luck Supper

Mrs. Mulkins To
Sponsor Program
The Princeton Woman's Club
will meet in the George Coon
Library Friday afternoon, Nov.
1, at 2:30 o'clock. Mrs. Earnest
Mulkins, Child Welfare Chairman, will be in charge of the
program.

Had All Day
Meeting October 28

Members of the J. C. Penney _kid
Company's staff here met at the
home of Miss Hazel Hopper, Eddyville Road, Monday evening for
The Ladies Aid of the Central
a Pat-luck dinner.
Presbyterian Church had an all
Those present were: Misses day meeting with Mrs. A. A
Hazel and Revis Hopper, Char- Eastland, Monday, Oct. 22, honline Prince, Betty and
Ann oring Mrs. J. N. Brewer on her
Gowin, Messrs Hobart McGough, birthday.
Homer Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. L. The Hallowe'en motif was carP. Hopper, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. ried out in decorations and in
buffetClowin, Mr. and Mrs. Gus Wilson, the luncheon served
Mr. and Mrs. Al Thomas Page,1 style. The table was beautifully
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Jones, Mrs. arranged. bearing a large birthJennie McNeil and Mrs. Vera day cake in the center with 16
Morse.
candles glowing.

Personals
Mrs. James Flemming anc,
little daughter, Patty Lou, let
Saturday after, a week's vise
with her mother, Mrs. Louise
Jones. Misses Annabel and Mar:
lee Jones accompanied her
Owensboro, returning Saturda
evening.
•
•
•
Dr. and Mrs. Noah Cole visite/I
in Dixon over the week-end.
•
•
•
Mrs. C. K. Tate, Paducal
spent Sunday with her mothei
Mrs. R. W. Luckett.
•
•
•

•J

Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Morgan arc
spending the week-end with Mr.
Morgan's parents, Judge and
Mrs. William Morgan, Elizabeth
town.
• •
•
Mr. and Mrs. William Ethridge
spent the week-end in Fredonia
visiting Mr. Ethridge's parents.
440bert Melton, Lakeview, Texas, and R. M. Holt, Childress,
Texas, were week-end guests in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. John
Prince, Green St., last week-end.
•
Ot N.•
Mrs. Dennis Walker, Providence, visited Mrs. Hayden Harralson Wednesday.
The Rev. J. T. Cunningham
will open a series of meetings at
Fairview Tuesday, Nov. 5.
-

TONIGHT & FRIDAY
-

a great day in the life of our
church. Our members are now
informed as to some of the
things we are going to do. We
take this occasion to urge all
members to be present with us.
It is indeed encouraging to see
the fine and hearty spirit of
moving together manifest on the
part of our people.

Rummage. sale
Huge Success

The Rummage Sale sponsored
by the P. T. A. Friday and Saturday of last week was pronounced a gratifying success netting
$51.00 for the organization.
Mrs. Frank Craig chairwoman
of budget and finance, stated
Church
First Christian
that the proceeds will be used to
Grady Spiegel, Pastor
bay one new band uniform for
the High School Band and the
is
Stewardship
November
remainder will be donated to the
MARIBOU :eathers under her
month. November has at least
chin, on her head and at her two of our national holidays; local Community Chest.
wrists—Mrs. Albert J. Davis at namely,
Armistice Day and
Thanksgiving. May we not conthe Belmont park races.
fine our Christian Stewardship
to this month or our ThanksMrs. N. A. Hardin and daugh- giving to one day. These should
ter, Mollie, of Pee Wee Valley be prominent throughout our
are guests here of Dr. and Mrs. lives and throughout the year. ALEXANDER DUMAS EXCITING NOVEL
Bible School, 9:45; Morning WorKenneth L. Barnes.
•
.
•
ship, 10:55; Christian Endeavor,
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Morgan, 6:00 p. m.; Evening Worship.
won and lost/
W. Main, returned Sunday from 7:00, Subject: "Works And Their
by LOVE! A
services
a visit with their son, Percy, in Rewards"; Mid-week
each Wednesday, 7:00 p. m.
Detroit.

CAPITOL

WEDNESDAY ONLY

SATURDAY
16c TIL NOON

Feature No. 1

Misses La Rue Stone and Ade%.r Mrs. Harold Amos, Greenwich,
Conn., is visiting Miss Margie lene Rowland, Messrs Norris MaAmos, and other relatives this han and Perce Lockhart spent
.June O'Hara entertained week.
, Sunday in Bowling Green.
a Hallowe'en party at her
i@fdrd....ri_PiigfElEt-dfdf-dfdiER1-05
mi@
on Highland Avenue, Monti !
ght, Oct. 28.
,:we'en decorations were
yed about the house. Real pr sr. roams .a MP%
tOPR.
, P.
.001
,
.:
1940's MOST EXCITING SCREEN EXPERIENCE!
ents, in keeping with the
. were served to the fol- Misses Martha Sevison,
y Lester, Dorothy Cash,
d Lester, Mildred Grooms,
a O'Hara, Virginia Lane,
1,i Joiner, Mildred
Gray,
from
• Wadlington, Mary Ella
moth EDNA BEST
Laura Lee Hutchinson,
EDDIE ALBERT
riet
Leach,
Katherine
CARTOON—ILLUSTRATED M:EOHANIX—NEWS
Messrs Coy Crisp, KenRE-SHOWING OF CAPITOL OPENING MOVIES
Iiirgan, James McLean, Joe
S, Roy Cartwright, Charles
mson, Frank Linton, Dewey
Buddy Childress, Billy
. Billie French, Bill Jones,
Butler, Bob Nuckols, Joe
Jim Keeney, Jack Taylor,
Whitton, Charles Stallins
a r nett Pryor.

.1

Willing Workers
Have Dinner

The Willing Worker's Class of
the Cumberland
Presbyterian
Church met Thursday evening,
igden Memorial
Oct. 24, at the borne of Mrs. W.
W. Leroy Baker, Pastor
W, Moore. The honoree was Mr.
Moore, who left this week for
Sunday School, 9:45; Epworth
Florida. Chicken barbecue was
League meetings, 6:15; Prayer
service, Wednesdays, 7:00. Next the main cource of the luncheon
served to: Misses Virginia Moore,
Sunday is our regular monthly Mary E. Blackburn, Isabel Stone,
Communion service and
our Madge Boetler, Nellie Mae Mcmembers always attend well Daniels, Mary Lawson, Opal
then. We cordially invite others Hemingway, Anna Louise Bryant,
Lena Mae Bryant, Dorothy Huntto worship and commune with
er, Hazel Hunter, Louise Vick,
us. An urgent Gospel message at Lillian Wilson, Ruby
Wilson,
the evening hour.
Helen G. Wilson, Barbara Pool,
A number from Princeton at- Doris Blackburn, Messrs James
tended the District Missionary Pool, Dale Blackburn, Billy Kennedy, D. L. Wilson, Jimmie and
Institute at Hopkinsville ThursThomas Hunter, Larry Wilson,
day.
Jinunie Hodge, Ronnie Wilson,
Claude Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hawkins, Mr. and Mrs.
First Baptist Church
Harold Wilson, Dr. and Mrs. J.
J. G. Cothran, Pastor
M. Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Sunday School, 9:45; Morning Coleman, Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
Worship, 11; Baptist Training Hodge, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie RayUnion, 6:15; Evening Worship, mond, Mr. and Mrs. Clay Wilson,
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Pool, Mr.
7:15.
We are expecting Sunday to be and Mrs. Frank Wiley.

Hallowe'en favors and tallies
were used and the plate luncheon
carried out Hallowe'en colors.
Present were: Mesdames B. K.
Amos, Fred Stallins, John Morgan, Hewlett Morgan, Conway Louise.
Lacy, Stanley Sharp, Misses Virgie Barnett and Dixie Lois JaMr. and Mrs. Howard York,
cobs.
Green St., on the birth of a son
Mrs. Hewlett Morgan won high. October 27. He weighed slightly
score prize, Miss Jacobs, second more than 8 pounds and has bee;
high and Mrs. Lacy, visitor's named David Arthur.
prize.

.• O'Hara
•
crtains Friends

Feature No. 2

inoor-rn

Added
Cartoon Comedy
No. 14 "Oregon Trail"

WIEfn

A Monogram Octtin ..111.

,JACK RANDALL
JUNE WILKINS

THE GREAT AMERICAN
MOTION PICTURE!

Iltighom Youeo ono
mefee of ims

eda.dc.

...written especially for the seeeen by

ROBINSON ,
It DISPATCH ‘,
REUTERS",

Robinson, Eddyville left
inceton Hospital Monday.
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LOUIS BROMFIELD
...revealing the story behind the heroic
Mormon trek westward...and the virile,
fighting giant of a man who led it!

LOUIS HAYWARD
JOAN DrENNE:TT

THUR. & FRI.

THURSDAY
NIGHT
10:45 P. M.

DARRYL F.
ZANUCK'S
Production of
1,10V
SEE
Ps.1111•Ci•

WALLS TEAT TALK!
...and tell a strange, fantastic tale of hidden gold
...and of a fatal curse
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Added!
PINKY TOMLIN'S ORCHESTRA
MERRIE MELODY CARTOON
PARAMOUNT NEWS

TYRONE

POWER •

LINDA

DARNELL

BRIAN DONLEVY • JANE HARWELL • JOHN CARRADINE
MART ASTOR•VINCENT PRICE JEAN ROGERS•ANN TODD
and

DEAN JAGGER

!high= Young

SUN. - MON. - TUES.
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PAT
O'BRIEN
with GALE PAGE
DONALD CRISP
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Common
Courtesy

Cattle Raising
For .4-H Members

Pleasant Hill
By Willie Stromatt
The community was saddened
and grieved by the loss of Mrs.
Mary McConnell who passed
away Friday, October 18. Funeral services were held Saturday at
the Cresswell Baptist Church,
Rev. Albert Kemp delivering the
last words. She was carried to
Pleasant Hill
Cemetery for
burial. Survivors are: two sons,
011ie and Roudoff, two daughters,
Miss Elmer McConnell and Mrs.
Art Sullivan.
Mrs. Charlie Vinson and Mrs.
Lester McMlle called on Mrs.
Jim Brown Thursday.
Isaac Oliver went to Fredonia
Friday.
Willie Stromatt was in Princeton Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Patterson Willard,
Veils Herron and Willie Murray
visited in the home of Clay
Drennon Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. John Titozler
called on Mr. and Mrs. Joe Stromatt one day last week.

By Associated Press
There's no great trick to remembering birthdays.
A n d
there's a lot or pleasure for you
and your friends if ylou don't forget them. But maybe you're one
who let's your wife's birthday go
by unnoticed.
Spare yourself worry and embarrassment by getting a pocket
calendar or notebook in which to
Jot down the natmes of friends
and relatives along with their
birthdays.
You can avoid monotony by
also writing down the gift each
year. That doesn't mean you if
your'e one of those fortunate
men who found out you made
her birthday a happy one each
year by sending the same kind
of corsage you gave her the time
you took her to your fraternity
party on her birthday. And
mothers, as well as wives or
sweethearts, appreciate gifts that
remind them o! a pleasant occasion.
By Mrs. Mallory Porter
Another thoughtful thing to do
Mr. and Mrs. V. T. White visitis to give mother a favorite trifle
even if it's only a few sticks of ed their daughter, Frances Gray,
stripped candy like the kind she at Murray Sunday. They also
bought two for a penny when she drove to the Gilbertsville Dam.
Miss Margie Amoss, Princeton,
was a child. If possible, present
your gift in a pretty package or and Mrs. Harold Amoss, Greenan unusual box. There's no ex- ville, Conn., visited friends in
cuse any more for sending a gift Cobb last week.
Five members of the Cobb
that has that store-bought no
personal touch, especially when Homemakers attended the County Garden Tour Thursday.
stores are willing to help you
A number of our citizens atpretty up the package.
tended the funeral and burial of
Whatever the remembrance,
Mr. Sidney Smith, Thursday.
see that it arrives on the birthMrs. Winfrey Croft, after a
day or beforehand; never late.
long and painful illness passed
away at her home last week.
Burial was at the Newsom cemetery.
Dr. Mac Rives and brothers of
Christian County spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lindsay of near Cobb.
Mrs. Viola Bliss returned last
A weak, undernourished condition week after spending several
often enables functional dysnirnor- weeks in the home of Mr. John
rhea to get a foothold; thus leads White, Wallonia.
to much of woman's suffering from
Mrs. C. A. Lindsay had as her
Aeadaches, nervousness, snit other house guest last week, her sister,
periodic discomfort.
Mrs. Woodard, of southern IlliCARDUI'S principal help for such nois.
distress comes from the way it
usually stimulates appetite; inWindmills were first used comcreases flow of gastric juice; thus
aids digestion; helps build energy, monly in Germany.
strength, physical resistance to
periodic pain for many.
The watermelon has been culAnother way, many women find tivated since ancient times.
help for periodic distress: Take
CARDU1 a few days before and durWrestling is the most universal
ing "the time." Women have used
CARDU1 for more than 50 years! and primitive of all sports.
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CCAIL
Day And Night Serrvie
MACHINE MINED
Shaker Screened — Hand Picked
Mechanically Loaded on Your Truck

6" LUMP
6" x 3" EGG
3" x 11
/
4"NUT
1 4"x 1/4"PEA
1/
x/
1
4"STOKER

A temperature of
34 to
grees is considered
best for
stored vegetable5.
puns
quash and sweet
potatoes
quire 50 to 55 degrees
of
for best keeping, onions
need dry conditions. The h
ity should be medium
for
vegetables.
Many housewives use
sugar in baking apple
the centers with sugar
ter. The centers of the
aPPI
80 may be filled
with r
prunes, figs or
chopped
Some cooks baste the
a
with the syrup, while
bain

In December, 1920, Kentucky
Farmers and business men are
watching the outcome of the 4-H farmers sold eggs for 86 cents a
club cow-and-calf project, in dozen, the higLiest price paid in
Todd county, Kentucky. ThirtYthe last 30 years. The lowest
eight bays last May bought 68
purebred Heresord cows with price in that time was 7 cents,
calves at their sides. The calves paid farmers in June, 1933.
now weigh 500 to 800 pounds, Prices averaged 40 cents a dozen
and will be ready for market in in 1920 and 15 cents In 1939.
December, when they will weigh
Good farm butchers keep hogs
700 to 800 pounds. The cows have off feed 24 hours before killing,
bulls
purebred
been re-bred to
but give them all the water they
for the continuation of the pro- want. Avcid chasing or exciting
ject next year.
the hog, as this causes it to beA delegation of farmers, bus- come heated, and when killed in
iness men and County Agent this condition it
will not bleed
Stuart Brabant went to Texts well.
for the cattle, with a view to enHorses and mules should not
couraging stock raising as a sub- be
allowed to become pour and
A hen that laid 325 eggs
stitute for a part o: the dark to- "run-down" in
winter. Plenty of
counTodd
in
production
bacco
hay and cornfodder plus a small weeks, electric brooders an
ty.
amount
grain usually will air-conditioned brooder
keep them in good condition. were seen by visitors at the
Water and salt always are im- annual poultry
field day a
portant.
farm of W. E. Pyles &
To can sausage, shape the
Mason county, Kentucky.
A litter of 11 purebred pigs ground meat into small cakes
hen was champion in the
weighed 2,508 pounds when sold, and brawn well in a hot frying gan
national egg-laying c
and made a profit of approxi- pan or oven. Drain off the fat
Pyles & Son consider ua
mately $50 for Homer Morgan, a and pack in hot jars. Add sufMetcalfe county, Kentucky farm- ficient water to the fat in the special value for poultry
pan to pour one or two table- hoppers are filled with oa
er. The pigs were fed corn, sup- sconns
cat drippings into each the evening, so the hens ca
plemented with tankage and
them as their first feed of
skimmilk, and had free access to
korean lespedeza and rape pas- a fourth time on their Lee day. At 11 o'clock a wet m
ture. avanty Agent Raymond 0. county farm, the last cutting as given the hens, and then
an hour before sun down
Johnson says the ton-litter me- large as the first.
Two Gallatin county commu- receive wheat. Yellow corn,
thod of feeding has done much
nity meetings have been held to scrap, oystershell„ limestone
to improve hog raising.
study the federal tobacco grad- pure water are kept befor,.
hens.
ing system.

Hen Lays 325
Eggs In Year

0,1

Litter Of 2,508
Pounds Pays $50

Cobb News

"Build-Up" Important
Protector of Women

jar.

The Farm
And Home

This Is the D. E. Leathers family—called most typically American.
Left to right: Johnny, 19: Margaret Jean. la; Mrs. Leathers and Mr.
Leathers.
MEET the D. E. Leathers family of Clarendon, Texas,
chosen the most typically American family.
There are just four of them—
Mr. and Mrs. Deverdie Eugene
Leathers and their two childrt n.
Johnny, 19, and Margaret Jean.
le. They live on a 200-acre farm
six miles from Clarendon. Donley County, Texas. Leathers, will
is 39, was born in Donley Count,
and has tilled his present farm
for 19 years.
The "most typically American'
designation came to the Leathers
family on their first trip to New
York City together. First named
Texas's most typical family, they
went to New York to compete
with other families from all
the country. They came out 00
top.
• • •
THE farm which is their home
has a cream-colored stucco
house adorned with flowers and
potted plants, well built barns
and corrals.
Young Johnny is financially
Independent, having started to
raise pigs and calves in a 4-H

club project about six years ago.
He is a sophomore at Clarendon
College, expects to enter Texas
A. & M. next year. He will specialize in agriculture and .anizaal
husbandry.
Margaret Jean, a pretty brunet, is musically inclined. She
Iris written one copyrighted
,ung. "Ivoni Lee." She's a senior
at Clarendon High School.
• • •
To Mr. and Mrs. Leathers, the
honor of being America's
most typical family is a serious
honor, one of which they "feel
unworthy."
But they're happy about the
whole thing because, in addition
to the honor, they will receive
a new home completely furnished, a cash award, a trip to
44 states, and a chance for movie,
radio and stage tests. They will
visit each of the 43 other families who contested for the honor
they won.
That the prize was fairly
awarded is attested by the attitude of their neighbors, all of
whom belit.ve the Leathers family deserves the title.

Among The
County Agents

In Spencer county, checks are
being made on mosaic-resistant
tobacco, as to yield, quality and
other factors.
Though vetch had never before been used in Hancock county, it now is growing in every
community.
Johnson county's rural electric
allotment totals 112 miles of
line.
Alfalfa was cut four times by
several Clark county farmers,
with the majority cutting three
times.
Eugene
Rewarding 4-Hers
Blankenship for outstanding service, R. A. Chiles of Morgan
county gave him a purebred lvo‘g.
In seven Trigg county communities, demonstrations were held
on best Ways to cure dark tobacco.
Approximately 2,000 high-class
northwestern yearling ewes and
50 registered rams have been
imported into Logan county.
Casey county farmers attendJohn Worthington of Boone
J. W. Judd & Son cut alfalfa
county tested the value of phos- ing meetings to discuss the imphate and limestone in growing provement of livestock, heard
bluegrass, timothy, redtop, ko- men state that veal calves sired
by grade bulls sold for $12, while
rean lespedeza and red clover.
calves sired by purebreds, and
When a group of farmers in- from the same kind of cows,
spected the results they found brought $17 to
Two registerthat phosphate and limestone ed herds will be established in
brought two and a quarter tons the county and several farmers
to the acre, whereas untreated are in the market for good bulls
land produced only about 500 Casey county was once free of all
pounds of hay to the acre.
scrub and grade bulls.
MT?'

Big Hay Yields
On Treated Soil

Well Bred Calves
Bring More Money

In 1938, three Boyle county
farms had the beef-cow-andcalf project; in 1940, 100 farms
have it.
Approximately 150 Grant county men and women attended the
annual "fine colt show."
Poultry culling demonstrations
again have been held in several
Pike county communities.
W. R. Jackson, Lyon county,
used the soft cure on tobacco to
improve the color.
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$2.05 Ton
2.00 "
1.70 "
1.40 "
1.75 "

20

Walker's Drug Sto

Attention...!
The Salesman for the Levine Dresses
will be with us Friday, Nov. 1 from 2:30
to 5:00 o'clock with a complete line of
Fall and Winter dresses.

aldwel

Sula & Eliza Nall

Convenience
Complete Service
And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your entertainment during your stay are yours,
always, at

Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-fromhome, in Kentucky's metropolis.
... Prices will conform to your idea
of moderate charges for service
rendered.

Phone

8 525
PEI

C's Pool Room Headquarters

of Voter

t2l.

Sturgis, Ky.

Prompt Service Any Where
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of Voter

With More Good Light—
For Less Money Than Ever!
You Young Married Folks (Like Everyone Else) Will
Find That Proper Size Mazda Bulbs Assure Easier Seeing
When You Read or Sew .... And Will Make Your
Home More Cheerful and Attractive

Fil

Tormula 0. K. IC was origin&
by • Pyorrhea Specialist of oatt
reputation.
Formula 0. K. 20 is used in
treatment of bleeding. sore is
pus pockets or of
inning to recede, senates t
gum boils.
Easy to apply. Sure In results.
eaves your
Formula 0. K.
S.' no cost.

Comfort

Stoker Coal is Oil Treated and Dedusted
We solicit an opportunity to serve you, and recommend
that you buy now, as prices will probably be higher at
any time.

Mine No. 2

NOTIC

Write
TURNER MILAM,
Assistant Manager,
For Reservation

SiZO
Consult the 31arrIn
Mare or at
Chart at
Proper
rout Healer's for
Sight Saring Size
Our

If your eyes tire too easily ... if you become headachy and irritable . . . if your wife says you're a crosspatch . .. after you've been reading the evening paper
an hour ox so—then you'd better do something about the
Try light conditioning. Use Mazda bulbs of the proper
size (correctly shaded) and you'll get the next best thing
to daylight ... a flood of mellow electric illumination
free of glare and deep shadows. That means easy seeing
... less eye-work ... less eye-strain.
TODAY—Fill All Empty Sockets With New Mazda Bulbs
and Be Ready for Those Cosy Winter Evenings at Home

Pin

.en

end

tO

house bi
of Mazda h
'
. 14Y
aninnvsul
bu
n ibs
lot all
as' The) costhousehold
lens
Sly.'
"
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KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
INCOSPORATEi;
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and sweet
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"degree&
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Lays 325
In Year
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poultry field clay st
f W. I Pyles & Bre
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champion in the
tional egg-laying
& Son
consider
value for poultry.
are filled with
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11 o'clock a wet mug
e hens, and then
r before sun dovrn
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Kentucky 4-H Team
Best In South

Why Waste Time Eating?
improve Yourself Too!

Kentucky
Farm News

BALTIMORE (IP)—"Ham sandMrs. Cordelia Crawford, Estill
Two Kentucky 4-H Club boys
with" tours for lunch hours are county, had 70 percent egg pru$251)
ed
way
their
to
demonstrat
111Chard C. Medford's plan to duction last month on purebred
scholarships when they won the
No.
bring Peale Museum "closer pullets obtained from Pearl Cole.
Southern division at the NationCole enlarged his laying house
home to the people."
----------------its
-------------- ------ al Dairy Show at Harrisburg, Pa. "I think we've hit on something this month enough to double
Voter
They are Marvin Floyd and Howcapacity; It now can take care of
tours
meaty
short,
ard Peason, of Oakland, Warren in planning
1,500 pullets.
special exhibits folks can see
county. They gave a demonstra- and
Odas Po3ffitt of Monroe county
Reg. No.
a half hour,"
to
minutes
15
in
tion in the production of clean
had 15 acres of hybrid on upsaid.
he
milk. They were trained by Ray
land considered only moderately
Hopper, Warren county farm
good for corn. On five acres of
agent.
Wife, 74, Divorces
the land alone, he obtained a
Kentucky also furnished the 81-Year-Old Man
yield a: 55 bushels per acre. The
best 4-H club Judges of Jerseys
land was fertilized. heavily.
at the National Dairy Show. They
TACOMA, Wash. (A') — Mrs.
Vegetables gm:yin in a school
FOR MEMBER
are Paul Elliott, Johnson Sawyer Elizabeth Eley, 74, rebuffed the lunch garden are being stored
and Billy Whitlow Of Graves judge's plea that "You've lived for use during the winter in the
county. Their coach was Glynn with this man more than half a school cafeteria, through the inE. Williamson the farm agent in century and ought to be able to
terest of County Agent S. V. Foy
Graves county.
stick it out."
of the Lions Club of Hickman
EDUCATIONAL DIVISION NO. 3
charging
Both teams won the championShe won a divorce,
Stored were white and sweet
ships in their respective divis- 81-year-old Lipheus W. Eley with potatoes, carrots, cabbage, celery,
Caldwell County, Kentucky
ions at the Kentucky State Fair. mental cruelty. They had been etc.
Warren county also had the married 58 years.
Marshall county beef cattle
champion demonstration team
developments: Luther Bouland
Only
(Vote for One (1)
last year, and represented Kenin ofCalvert City community bought
De Sota explored Arkansas
tucky at the National Dairy
three registered heifers as foun1541.
Show in San Francisco.
dation stock in starting a herd;
Cliff Locker bought a registered
bull; a motorcade will attend a
Hopkinsville cattle sale to buy
stock.
In Pike county, Lonzo Ratliff
Lexie B. Holeman

Filmdom's Most
Photogenic Teeth

al(INN ell County Board of Education

E
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Princeton Boy Enlists
In Navy At Louisville
-Joseph H. Callaway, South
Jefferson street, passed the final
examination for enlistment In
the United State's Navy at Louisville, Oct. 24. Preliminary examinations were passed by Mr. Callaway with exceptionally high
marks at Hopkinsville earlier in
October, A. Nelson, recruiting
officer at Hopkinsville, said. He
Is a graduate of Butler
School and the son of Mrs. Margaret Callaway.

High

SCHOOL BALLOT

Here are Hollywood's most photogenic teeth, selected by dentists during preparations for
California dental convention in
the film capital. They belong
to Margaret Tallichet, former
Dallas, Texas, girl now in pictures. The rest of the smile
looks all right, too.

Ratliff observed the fine crop
and seeded three acres this fall,
also liming the land. Hatless
Potter is using alfalZa, first putting on the wit lime, phosphate
and manure.
Muhlenburg
Edward Ford,
county, threshed 1,000 pounds of
red clover seed from a small
acreage. Fbr the past 10 years
he has grown his own seed, improving the quality constantly.
He plans to use 800 pounds of
this year's growth, and sell only
200 pounds.

The Isle of Wight, off the English port of Southampton, is 23
long and up to 13 Miles
had a "bang-up" crop of alfalfa, miles
wide.
Elster
brother,
His
all
in
10 acres
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Fredonia Graded School District

er's Drug Store

Caldwell County, Kentucky
(Vote for Two (2) Only)
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vine Dresses
v.1 from 2:30
mplete line of
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aldwell County Board of Education
Caldwell County, Kentucky
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J. E. Crider, Jr.

EDUCATIONAL DIVISION NO. 4

T. A. Bugg
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Floyd E. Jones
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DEMOCRATIC REPUBLICAN
PARTY
PARTY
Presidential Electo
For Presidential Electors For
Silas Jacobs

Hood

Judge Goebel Goad

Reg. No.

F-1
II
j Mrs. Ludie D.Pickettn
Harold J. Gibbons_
Kenneth H. Tuggle_

LI

LI
II
LI
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Princeton City School District

LI

Ballard Clark

LI
El
LI

Henry Aulick

LI

J. W. Weddle
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Our More or
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theCf
P7P:
Deni11'0
0111
Sight .tiatint 50

Elmer G. Davis__

R. S. McGehee

0. W. TowerY

Albert B. Chandler.
J. Monroe Pool.
Clarence E. Lowery

1-1
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LI

LI
E-1

a
II

A. S. Morgan

LI

r-- A
Li

Rev. Andrew
Johnson

II

Li

LI

Walter 0. Muclder__

r-1

1-7
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LI

Julia Allen

Li
II

II Mrs. Jennie Pace
Geiger
Arthur S. Klingi
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LJ Mrs. Edith Patrick_

II
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El
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.1 1,edbet ter

Li W. C. Pierce_
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II
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For
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United States Senator
United States Senator
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II
Walter B. Smith_ _.

For
United States Senator
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For Congress

For Ccngress
Noble J. Gregory

LI

Mra. Ida May
Northcutt____L

I

Fred A. Smith
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0
LI
LI

Sam Koltinsky

ANY

1-7
El

William Dingus___ I

For
United States Senator
(Unexpired Term)
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On hand • supply
bulbs in ram.,
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y coo lets And
light than ever.

J. M Greenwell

J. L. Anderson

Caldwell County, Kentucky

Lloyd Weeks r---1
Benedict____L

George Richards

Moss Nobel

Ben V. Smith
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LI
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George B Martin

L_J
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Education
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EDUCATIONAL DIVISION NO. 5

UY MAZDA
ULBS NOW!

Amos Williams

LI
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II Mrs. Emily Louise
McCamy____I

LI

Mrs. Ethel Fugate__Li
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E. L. Nance

Miss Louise
Campbell___

T. C. Oarroll

Trustee

L_I W. E. Cissna

LI

Ii
Malcolm Crawford
TheimasA BallantineL
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American Tanks for Canada

Circuit Court Democrats
Convenes Here
For Fall Term

Marshall Eldre
Honored By 1(1

Peace Army

Continued from Page 1
-prospective Democratic majority
•111 not suffer as a result of the
endorsement of Wendell L. Winkle by John L. Lewis, CIO president, was expressed by party and

(Continued from Page 1)
begin sending out Its
will
questionnaires to the 55 men

Club Will Hay
nual Ladies' N
Program To

whose numbers are included in
the first 1,500 drawn as soon as
possible, a member o the board
told the Leader Wedneday, in
the order of their sequence.
Questionnaires will later be sent
to all affected here. The questionnaires must be returned to
the draft board within five days
after the board malls them, when
classification will begin.
On information contained in
the questionnaires, the local
board will separate registrants
into four classifications:
1--Available for service.
2—Deferred because of occupational status.
3—Deferred because of dependents.
4--Deferred specifically by law
or because unfit for military service.

Murder Charge 010 leaders in the State.
Against Carl Nabb Is Senator Alben W. Barkley,
Set For Trial Mon- coming to Kentucky for a major
campaign address at Louisville
day, Nov. 11

Marshall

P. Eldred

emekrnnow enyt
vi
attorney
Kentucky,
ou
ucnkgy,

dent of the
Princeton
Club for 1941, at
Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock,
the
meeting of that organ;
The November term of Cald- will also speak at Lexington at
Thursday noon, winnin
well Circuit Court was convened 5:30 that a:ternoon. He will deThos. J. Simmons, th
turnTobacco Festival presi
here Monday morning by Judge liver an appeal for a record
manager of the Capitol
H. F. S. Bailey, Madisonville, with out of Democrats in his home
in a close contest.
Commonwealth's Attorney Alvin district, the first, at Paducah
W. L. Mays, Midcont
Lisanby and County Attorney Monday night, Nov. 4, and will
also head a motorcade which
troleum distributor for
George Eldred attending.
',rid, was named vice
Monday's session saw the will campaign throughout the
over the other nominee
grand jury and petit juries eight counties of the Purchase
named and probation reports all day Monday.
This Rhode island Red, owned office, K. R. Cun-nni
Arrangements have been made
by E. B. Parmentor, of Franklin, Cowin, Penney store
heard, only Own Ashby among
Mass., was adjudged the "hen of was re-elected
probationers listed, failed to ap- for a radio broadcast by Senator
treasurer
the year" at annual convention
A. B. "Happy" Chandler from
pear or report.
Kiwanis' board of dir
of the Northeastern Poultry Proat
"The
Cabin",
on
his
place
At Tuesday morning's session,
ducers Council in Atlantic City, next year will be corn
Charlie George was found guilty Versailles, to be carried over six
N. J. She laid 340 eggs during J. Lowry, Dr. F. T. Lin
stations,
at
past year.
State
broadcasting
cf injuring public property and
Gregory, Howard !Ace°
fined $50 and costs. A. J. Marsh, 7 o'clock Friday night, Nov. 1.
lery Barnett, Dr. C. H.
Former Congressman John Y.
charged with carrying concealed,
and N. B. Cameron.
a deadly weapon, will be tried Brown, aspirant for the DemoThe club will ente
November 1. The trial of Carl cratic nomination for Governor
Its annual Ladies' Nig
The latest batch of old United States Army tanks turned over to
Nabb, held for willful murder, in 1939, received a call from NaCanada for training purposes arrived at Camp Borden, there to be
gram tonight. .1. B.
unloaded from flat cars and inspected before being put to use.
was set for November 11, and tional Democratic headquarters
All members of the Ridge- chairman of the enter
Frank Gray, charged with sale this week, requesting him to fill
land, S. C. football squad who committee.
of illegal liquor, will be tried speaking engagements in Ohio.
will come here for a game with
He accepted and spoke at ColNovember 2.
Payments To Seleetees
Cooperatively
supported by Butler High's Tigers November Gifts And Not Wages
J. C. Vowell, charged with ma- umbus early this week. He will
the
University
speak
at
Hazard,
in
Harlan
counof
of
tickets
book
Kentucky,
be
given
a
licious cutting of Carl Chambliss
Na- 29, will
-tional Park Service, Civilian Conwith intent to kill, was fined ty, at a Democratic rally, tonight
to amusement places and for
Payments made by e
servation
and
will
make
other
addresses
in
Corps
and Tennessee
$100 and cost, after a verdict was
drug to their workers with r
Valley Authority, excavations in treats at soaa tountains and
returned with charges reduced to the Seventh district this weekstores. The favor to be shown the periods of training un
the
end.
Gilbertsvine Dam area were
cutting in heat of passion.
team is a return token for the Selective Service and
Gov. Keen Johnson, wheelSam Henderson, 80, for 18 started October 1, according to
The trial of Claude Vick for
hospitality shown Coach Act, to supplement their
same
Prof.
W. S. Webb, head of the
drunken driving, set for Tuesday, horse of this campaign, is speakyears an employe of the Twicecharges last year.at Ridge- pay are considered as "g
Sims'
Department of
ing twice daily this week. He
Was postponed.
Anthropology land and has been made possible not wages upon which c
A-Week-Leader here, died Friday and
Archaeology at the UniverCarl Hudson pled guilty to a will bring his personal campaignMisses Dorothy Lester, Virginia Oct. 25, at a hospital for printtions under the Kentuck
by business folk of Princeton.
sity, who is in charge of the
charge of drunken driving and ing a close Monday night at a
ex...••
ployment Compensati
Satterfield, Lucretia Jones, and ers at Colorado Springs, Colo., cavations in
the Kentucky area.
was fined $100 and costs Wed- big rally in Richmond, his home
The first iron railroad bridge are required, Robert B.
Jimmie Jones will represent after an illness since June, 1939.
In the project
tc wn.
nesday morning.
archaeologists in the United States was built chief legal counsel, to
• Caldwell county as owners of 15 Mr. Henderson was a native of will attempt to get a cross secWilliam Winstead, on a guilty
for the Reading Railroad in 1845. nounced.
tion
of
pre
Caldwell
county.
-historic
plea to a charge of driving with- U. K. To Hold Homecoming
Louislife of the
baby beeves entered in
tribes that once occupied
were
held
at
Funeral
services
out operator's license, and fined Carnival Saturday Nov. 2
the
ville's 19th annual fat cattle ,
I White Sulphur Baptist Church at basin. The University
50 and costs.
archaeoloScreen Test Answers
show, at the Bourbon Stockyards, 2 o'clock Tuesday afternoon, the 8Y Museum will
A
two-day
homecoming
The case of Mack Hunsaker,
carnireceive a part of
Zorro." (now called "The C.
1. On• of Miss Sidney's books
and
8.
any
6,
7
Nov.
ni•n").
body
having
been
finding
returned
here
val,
which
will
was
also
titled
"Our
Town."
include a "gymcharged with carrying concealed
discovered in the
4. Arizona, Maryland,
burial
leave
2.
(a)
Lope
will
Velez
Worked
with
cattle
from
of
Colorado
Tuesday
morning.
grounds.
(tentative title) and Wynn,
a deadly weapon, originally set cana", reception and dance, will The carload
Fairbanks in "Th• Gaucho." (b)
Texas would have been the
for Tuesday, was filed with leave feature the annual renewal of for Louisville to compete in the Burial was in White Sulphur} Excavations, which may reWith Hal Roach. (c) Paulette Godbut they changed the title to"
Rangers Ride Again."
quire 4 years, will
dArd and th• late Jean Harlow.
cemetery.
the Kentucky-Alabama football
to reinstate.
embrace seccontest Tuesaay, Nov. 5, and will
5. (a) "Our Town." (bi "Th
3.
(a)
"Dead
On
tions
Arrival."
(b)
of Marshall, Trigg,
He is survived by a sister, Mrs.
Hawk." (c) "The Great Mogi
Alma Morgan, charged with feud at the University of KenCallo"M." (a) "Madame X." (d) "Th.
following
be sold Saturday
(d) "Young People." (e)
George Webb, Caldweil county; way, Lyon and Livingston
unlawful possession of intoxicat- tucky Saturday, Nov. 2.
Scarlet
Letter."
(e)
"The
Mark
of
Town."
counThursday's and Friday's shows.
and a brother, Henry Henderson ties.
Packers from national and lo- Herrin, Ill.
There is about one mile of boilcal firms will be present to bid
er tubing in the avergae steam
for and buy the show cattle at
locomotive.
Saturday's sale.
ing liquor in local option terriMiss Lester is the daughter of
Funeral services for Jesse C.
tory, pled guilty and was fined J. I. Lester, Miss Satterrield, the
daughter of 0. B. Satterfield, and Lamb, 70, who died Monday, Oct.
$100 and 30 days in jail.
Lucretia and Jimmie Jones, son 11, were held at his home on,
The jury panel:
P.itit: John Cook, Lindsey Wells, and daughter of William S. Brown street Wednesday afterMany a Red Front Customer had made it her business to serve her Mbli• iiit)1 g
noon at 2 o'clock, the Rev. Grady
Forest Casey, Motier Quisen- Jones.
things economically by trading at a Red Front Store. Yeti can do the same. Mi,rifir
Spiegel in charge. Burial was at
berry, Frank Conger, James SigCedar Hill cemetery. He is survivMoney all the time.
ler, Claude Cortner, David Caed by his widow, and two brothvanaugh, William H. Deboe, Jr.,
ers, Urey Lamb, Caldwell county,
Henry Prowell, Tom Lewis, ShelExtra Special Loving Cup
and James Lamb, Kansas.
he Towery, Clyde Wood, W. H.

U.K. Men to Excavate
At Gilbertsville Dam Hospitality Cards

Caldwell To Send
Baby Beef To Show

Archaeologists Seek
Facts On Prehistoric
Life Of Area

For S. C. Gridders

Deaths and

Funerals

Carload Of Cattle Is Sam Henderson
Entered I n Louisville Competition

Jesse C. Lamb

Business Is Busines

Council Asked To
Surface Center St.
Before Bad Weather

Taylor, Henry Towery, Cleveland
Hayes, Ed Smiley, Otto Aushbrook, Harlan Ennis.
Grand: Hyland Mitchell, Chas.
M. Piclecck, L. C. Foley, Hearne
Harralson, Chester M. Tosh, Eugene Parker, John Morse, Everett
Clayton, Tom Milton, Calvin
Oates, W. Ed Bright, and W. Lester Mensner.

Classified Ads
Effective now, all classified ads
must be paid for when ordered,
except in cases of business firms
having regular advertising accounts with the Leader. There
will be no deviation from this
rule.
HELM'S HATCHERY, Princeton,
will be culling free of charge
Oci. 30 - Nov. 1st. Those desiring
to furnish hatching eggs should
confine their flocks,
notify
Helm.
•
4t-p.

Red Pitted

Cocoa Dipped

} Oct. ye—The nine} ing of twa powerful
Donierence teams,
Kirwan's Kentucky
Elephants
-snd the Red
feature
, will be the
say of Kentucky
Satur, to be held
1, at the Stoll Field
versity o: Kentucky
the scene of the enhi•tween the two
Birmingham, and'
Wildcats, not given a
-win, stemmed the
them 7 to 7 as Noah
fiery junior halfback,
a Kentucky score in
quarter.
the first time the Wildever tied the Alabama
have won from them
In the 23-year history
. That was in 1922
of 7 to O.
members of the
evad have given naintentions of -breakgm" Except for two
McCubbin at end and
d at quarterback,
an will put the same
the field Saturday as Riv
which played such a sing
game in Birmingham last
and
Frank Thomas' Crimson IUD'
ver, is reputedly eonimproved. Boasting the vine
d in the conference,
to hold a great Ten- is'
even until late tn gal
lulf. October 26.
We.
this tremendous power line
will throw a dangerous hay.
, led by little Er-;any
and Dave Zoeller, and oor.
merchant backfield, war.
150 points against by
five opponents.
Fr.
's line, despite the sea
It will be outweighed, ities

Inv

Large 7 Ounce Can

Pimientos

Assorted Crown

Miller's Toasted Wheat

Cakes

Flakes

2 pkgs

Hershey Chocolate Flavor

For You

lg. 1 lb. can

3 Lg. Family size Palmolive

°ming Game
lington

2 tall cans

Salmon

Cakes

Soap 27c 11g. cake lc 1 Ig cakes

Meet AlabaElephants In

Pink Alaska

Cherries 2 No. 2 cans

Syrup

1(y Hopes
eak Jinx
d Grads

3 tall cans

Cleanser

Barefoot Kicker
By

T. H. Cavanaugh, resident of
Center street, supported by a
group from his section, asked
Associated Press
the council for improvement of
RICHMOND, Va.—Spectators are surprised when Her760 feet of Center street, "be}:ore
bad weather sets in." Mayor Lisman Richardson, 21, dashes on
man promised action "as soon as
the field a:ter a touchdown
possible."
and tries to kick the extra
Rev. LeRoy Baker and D. D.
point—with a bare foot.
Dugan, co-chairman of the ComIt is all in his contract with
munity Chest campaign here,
the Richmond Arrows of the
appeared before the City Council
Dixie Professional
football
Monday night, Oct. 28, and asked
league. He signed on a piecethe City' to pledge $100 to the
work basis—he receives comCommunity Chest fund. Reverpensation for each point and
end Mr. Baker explained the
an additional amount for field
000 goal of the campaign on
goals. It is stipulated that he
the basis of last year's expendiIs to kick barefooted.
ture for the needy of Princeton.
"After I get a little practice
The plea was referred to the fiand toughen up my toe, it will
nance committee for action by
be a cinch to boot a field goal
Mayor Lisman.
from any point within the 40The revised license ordinance,
yard line," Herman said.
under inspection for the last two
weeks by the council, was disThe United States is the outcussed and held over to the next standing sulphur producer of the
meeting.
world.

E

28c
_

Large No. 2 1-2 Can

Pumpkin

NEW

Chocolate Covered

Cherries
Nice Size

2 Tall Cans

Grapefruit

Mackerel

1 lb. 1)0
ON W:

Wins The Boll Game

YOU
Could Conquer
Worlds

Battery charging, 50c. ',Firstclass auto repairing. All work
guaranteed. 'Made where your
$$ goes the farthest. Best trades
in used cars in town. PRINCETON AUTO SALES. "On the
Square". Phone 81. Chrysler &
Plymouth.
4t-p.

The U. S. Army has raised the
"ceiling" for flying cadets. The
PLYMOUTH. N. C. (P) — Bill maximum height at which men
Woodley grew a stalk of cotton will be taken for training now is
that contained 114 bolls—a re- 6 feet, 4 inches.
card for this section. The average stalk contains no more than
Copper is one of the most an60 to 70 bolls.
ciently-used metals.
—-

California Girl

Peaches

notice of you ... come
in and see for yourself

$10.75 to $2/4.75
Black, brown. wine; size:

Main At 10
flopkinsville, Ky.

FOR SALE--That good thick
buttermilk at 20c per gallon.
Princeton Cream and Butter Co.
tf.
FOR SALE-58-acre farm, Good
tobacco barn, residence, out
buildings, and orchard. Located
on highway, 1-4 mile from Eddy
Creek Church and School. Telephone 246.
It-pd.
FOR RENT-2 apartments on
Phim street. Newly remodeled,
all modern conveniences. See W
L. Davis, (Marble & Granite
Works
It-up-31

25e

To SEE AND

FRESH MEATS

in this Sycamore. It has

that air that makes men
and women alike take

2 lg. cans

Forequarter lb. 7 1-2c

Mutton Roast hindqt.

Vote For The Two

PRESENT MEMBERS

('tired

Sugar

Bacon

Of the City School Board and Insure
The Continued Progress Of Your Schools
VOTE FOR TWO

G. W. TOWERY
SAM KOLTINSKY

lb I

Two Big Stores To Select From
Fresh fruit, fresh vegetablem,
fresh meats. More for your Money all the too,

Red Front Store

CI
El LI

JWIDIRMINCEIRIONNIF.1311NNIRrolfNIFf@TONINIPBURIRWR

Whole or half stril

10
7

I

SUPP

McCon
Electrical Contrac
.WRST MARKET S

